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The Monatom is sound and laser-light 
installation. Sound and laser-light are 
synthesized from bit-data (such as 
01010011) of words. 
This installation is simile to a nonexist-
ent life-form on the earth. The instal-
lation represents a dynamic reaction 
such a chemical reaction of biochemical 
substances in a cell or DNA processing 
as lights and sounds.
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At a microscopic view there are many dynamic reactions 
in a cell(fig.1). for example the citric acid cycle(fig.2). In 
such reactions a lot substance are processed and changed. 
The Artist want present such dynamism as composition 
of visual and sound. Hence our culture based on hu-
man language, words data are used as internal substance 
in this installation. If a word data translated into a byte 
code(machine language), it is a sequence of digital bit 
such such “01010011”. With this sequence laser lights and 
sounds are shown as a representative phenomenon. A 
word data will be processed like DNA processing.(fig.3) 
With this process a word data mutate itself.

fig.2 The  citric acid cycle fig.3 DNA processing

fig.1 Visualization of process  in cells with fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
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For this installation custom circuit war made. The pulse wave 
modulator and laser driver.
The sound is generated by customized pulse wave modulator. 
Since a byte code has a high predilection for pulse wave. A pulse 
wave modulators are used with this installation.(fig.4)
The laser controlled in a similar way as sound. but between a se-
quence it represent as a “sleep” mode. In this mode the laser lights 
are slowly dimmered. (fig.5)
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fig.4 pulse wave modulator

fig.6 Scheme of  installation (simplified)

fig.5 laser driver (closeup view)
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a story about nonexistent life form “Monatom”
The Monatom (often simply called Monon) is a very primitive unicellular organism commonly classified as belonging to the Rhizaria 
taxon (some researchers would rather see them as Foraminifera). They are believed to be among the oldest life forms still in existence, and 
in very early phases of life on earth, it was the dominant life form across the globe. Today, Monatoma survive in the benthic zone.
Strangely their life activity appears to be based on binary code: They exchange information by means of bioluminiscent, highly directional 
light-beams in timed patterns, which bear some resemblance to Morse code. They have no fixed form or size, but are often observed to 
assemble in hexagonal forms; larger rhizomatic bodies composed of such hexagonal assemblies are observed up to very large sizes, going 
into hundreds of meters.
Exobiologists speculate that the life processes of Monatoma are less specifically dependent on carbon (or more precisely, on the standard 
biological elements C, H, O, N, S) than most other life forms; thus life on exo-planets seems likely to resemble the forms created by Mona-
toma.
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